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A s:imple graph (or a multigraph) G is said to be regularisab18? if a regular 
multigraph H can be obtained from G by replacing each edge by a non-empty set 
of parallel edges (“edge-multiplication”). 
We shall give here several characterizations of regularisable grapiir. 
If no connected component of G is a bipartite graph, it appears that G is 
regularisable if and only if the optima.1 fractional transversal of G is unique, a;iC: 
with weights all equal to i. 
Several theorems (like the K&rig theorem or the Fulkerson-McAndrew- 
Hofhnan theory) can be easily obtained from this result. 
2. 24ransversal of a graph 
Let G = (X, E) be a simple graph with n = 1x1 vertices, in(G) edges, and 
maximum degree A(G). 
For a positive integer k, a k-transversal is a weight 
each vertex x E X, such that 
p(x) 2 0 associ;ited with 
(9 P(X) E 1% L2, . . = , kh 
(ii) p(x)+ p(y)2 k for every edge xy. 
TV denotes the minimum of C,,xp(x) when p 
transversals of G. r,(G) is the usual transversal number 
cardinality of a set T c X which meets all the edges. 
Similarly, let kG denote the mult@-aph obtained from 
ranges over a’ 1 the k- 
T(G), i.e., the minimum 
G by multip1ic.a ting each 
edge k times. A partial graph H of kG is called a k-matching if at each vertex x, 
degree C&(X) does not exceed k. 
+(Gj will denote the maximum number of edges in a CI matching, and 
u,(G) = v(G) is the usual matching number. 
It is well-known that max(q(G)ik) = rnin(~,(G;)/k), and this number is called 
the fractional transversal number of G and is denoted by r*(G) isee E ,-rge and 
onovits [2]. Eovisz [ 
The following lemma is well-known lsee [2, 41): 
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2.1, For evev”’ graphG (and for every hypergraph as well), we ihave 
Tt 2.2. Let G &e a wmtected graph. T%e exisrs an optimal 2-matching H 
of G stih that each connected component of H is either a single vertex, or a pair of 
TV o parallel edges (“double-edge”), or an odd cycle. 
For every $k;Eh 2.-matching, there exists an optimctl 2-transversal p(x) such that 
it% values are : 0 if x belongs ,to a singleton of H; (0,2) or (1,1) for, the two vertices 
E elonging to a dodlle-edge oJ’ H; ard 1 fbr the vertices belonging to an odtlI cycle if 
H. 
Let H c 2G be a maximum 2-matching. Every connected component of 1-I 
which is a chain or a cycle of even IengtIt can be replaced by a set of gairwise 
disjoint double-edges (without changing m(H)). No component of H is an odd 
chain (because m(H) k maximum).~ So we may assume that H is of the type 
describe4 by the theorem. 
We shall label each vertex with ai 0, a 1, or a 2, by an iterative procedure 
described by the following rules: 
(I) Label with a 0 each vertex which is a singleton of H. 
(2) Lab& with a 2 each vertex which is adjacent in G with a vertex previously 
labelled with a 0. 
(3) Label with a 10 every vertex which is adjacent in H with a vertex previously 
labelled with a 2. 
(4) Every vertex which cannot be labehed by the iterative procedure described 
by rules 1, 2, and 3, will be labelled with a 1. 
No odd chain, starting from a s’ingleton of H and consisting alternately of edges 
of G-H and of double-edges o; H, ends with a singleton because such a chain 
would constitute a connected component of a 2-matching H’ with m(H’) > m(H). 
Similarly no odd chain of that kind CBZ-I end in an odd cycle of H. No odd chain of 
that kind can cross itself at : vertex labelled with 0 (because there would be a 
better Z-matching having as conne:M components an odd cycle and a set of 
cktubfe-edges). 
Thus a unique label t(x) is assigned ~,a a vertex x by the given rules, and 
t(x)=0 if x is a singleton of H, 
t(x) = 2 and t(y) =O (or vice ver~a” if xy is a double-edge connectable to a 
singleton (otherwise t(x) := t(y) = l), 
t(x) = I if II: belongs to an odd CJ cle of El. 
T1-r : rules show al:;o that t(x) is a 2-transversal of G. Furthermore, we have 
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CabroJlary 2.3 (LAB&Z [43). For a multigraph 6, 
T*(G) = $u,(G) = $T~(G). 
C&&l- 2.4. (Theorem of Enig.) Let G be a regub r bipatite graph oj degree A. 
Z%en it is possible to color the edges with A coEors so th i!t no two edges with the same 
coldr have a commun endpoin,t. 
Clearly, the weight f(x)= 1 is a 2-transversal with value CxeX t(x) = r.. Since G 
is regular, 3 
in m(G) =-SG T*(G) 
A 
= $r.JG) Sin. 
Hence TV = n, and the 2-matching H defined in Tt eorem 2.2 has no Izonnected 
component which is a singleton. Since G is bipartit :, Iti has also no c:onnected 
component which is an odd cycle. From Theorem :!.2, it follows that G has a 
perfect matching, which will be the edges with the f,rst color. 
By repeating this coloring with the partial graph obtained from G by removing 
the edges with thie first color, we get a ,perfect matching that we color with a 
second color, etc. 
Coroky 2.5. (Fulkerson et al. 131.) Let G be a regular connected muZtil:ruph with 
no loops such that every pair 0: vertex-disjoint odd cycles is joined b,,j an edge 
(“semi-bipartite graph”, like the Peterson graph). 7’hen there exists a matching 
which has at most one unsaturated vertex. 
As above, the 2-matching H has no singleton. If two connected components are 
odd cycles, they can be replaced by a set of double-edges. If only one odd cycle 
remains, it can be replaced by a set of double-edges and one singleton. So the 
double-edges will define a matching with at most one unsaturated vertex. n 
NO-W let us give a characterization of the multigraphs G such that T*(G) = $n, 
and for which f(x)= 1 is the only optimal 2-transversal. For a vertex x, ‘denote by 
r(x) or rG(x), the set of all its neighbors, and for A c X. put TA = U xEA F'x (if 
A = 8, we put I’,4 = f3). 
Thorem 2.6. Let G be a connected graph which is not :L bipartite graph having its 
uertex-classes with the sume cardinality. Then the following conc~itims are 
eqrivalent: 
(1) G is regula,isable, 
(2) t(x)= 1 is the only optimal 2-transversal, 
(3) for every non-empty stable (“independenr”) set S of certice:;, /IX > IS/. 
Pr~f. (1) implies (2). Let G be a graph and iet H be a regular Inultig:aph 
obtained from G by edge-multiplications. Then 
Thus, t(x) E 1 is an opt.mal 2-transvr,rsal fez 6. 
A, =(x : x E I, t’(x) = s). 
J$/.=:IA,J ~$0. The. ,se$ A,:‘ is -‘stable _1 @herwh t’(x) _kuld nat be a 
~~~~~.~~~~~~.~~. ,QI,s Aa. V4e lqye, rAo.:_A2 (otbmiye, t’(i) v&hi + be 
cqtia:&i; a ywtter 2.+tra+versal ( n “be &tained from r’(:r) by replacing a 2-v&e 
by a l-v&e). 
SinCe I% is regukr, 
A(H) iA,,1 = m&A*, A,) == 
g x&m2f(x, A,) i IAzl A(H) = A (Ii3 I.&l. 
Hence m&, A*)sA,, A(m, and no edge goes out of ‘A,, U At. Since G is con- 
nected, its vertex set is A0 U AZ and G is a bipartite graph having two vertex classes 
with :IIB same eardinality; This contra&ctathe hypothesis. ___ 
(2) haplies (3). ‘Let S#p be ;a ,stabIe set, and let- Wr 26 be the maximum 
2-matching defined in Theorem 2.2. 
Since t(x) = 1 is an o@nal24ransversaI, we have r2(G) = n, so the connected 
components of H are either double-edges or odd cycles. Hence 
LSI a ILSI B ISI. 
If jr,,Sj = ISI, J*C would follow that a11 the components of H meeting ,S are 
doubh-edges. We can then define a ‘t-transversal t’(x) by putting 
t’(x) == 0 if x E s, 
2 if x E I5, 
1 if xfzX--(SUB). 
Since t’(x) would also be an opt*huaI 2-transversal of G, this contradicts the unicity 
of the optimai 2-transversal. Thus IrSf > IS}. 
(3) iq&s (1). Now assume that lISl> IS\ for every non-empty stable set S of 
G. Let H be a bipartite graph whose vertex-classes are two copies X and X of the 
vertex :%t of G, the vertices 3: E X and jj E X being joined by an edge in H if and 
on& if x and y are adjaa 4 in G. 
Let B c X Bf $1, Bf X, be a .,et such that the subgraph G, has no isolated 
vertex. %nce G is connected, theye ~:xkts at least one edge between B and X - B ; 
henf% 
r&3 1 B, &B# ii 
SO 
i&B t > IBi- 
f’km kt SZ X be a .iet such thal: Gs has only isolated vertices. Then S is a stable 
5et of ,G, and by (3) 
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So, for every set A=BUScX, Affl, AZX, we have 
noting that r,S n fi = 9 if there are no edges betwee:n B and S. 
First, we shall show that each edge a6 of _;1’ belongs to at least one perfect 
:matching, i.e., that the subgraph H’ of H induced by (X U 2) - {a, g} has a perfect 
matching. For every A c X-- {a}, 
Thus, by the Kanig t.heorem, H has such a matching. 
Consequently, for erlch edge arb of G, there exists a 2-matching which saturates 
all the vertices and which uses the edge ab. The union of all tht:se possible 
2-matchings defines a regular multigraph which arises from G by edge- 
multiplications. Thus G ‘is regularisable. 
Note added in proof 
Sections 1, 2 are published here as a preliminary for the follo ring article 
(Regularisable graphs, II), where we discuss s:imilar results for hypergraphs. 
However, since this part WLS written, several facts have been brought to our 
attention. 
First, Theorem 2.2 :;s also related to a result of G. L. Nemhauser and L. E. 
Trotter (Vertex-packings, Math. Progr. 8 (1975) 232-248). In Theorem 2.6, the 
equivalence between (3) and. (1) follows from a I-esult of R. A. Brualdi (Com- 
binatorial properties of symmetric non-negativ 2 aratrices, Coll. Theoric Comb., 
Rome 2 (1976) 99-120) anld from a result of W. R. Polleyhlank (2-bicritical 
graphs and node covers, to appear). In relation to ;his; remark that a graph G is 
2-bicritical if and only if G is regularisable anti has no bipartite connected 
components. The equivalence between (3) a,nd (1) in Theorem 2.6 has also been 
generalised in various directions by C. Berge and1 h4. Las Vergnas (The existence 
of slt.bgraphs with degree constraints, Indag. Math., to appear). Also, an interest- 
ing class of regularisable graphs has been definelcl by F. Jaeger and C. Payan (A 
class of regularisable graphs, Ann. Discrete Math., Advances in Graph Theory 3 
(1978) 125-128). 
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